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Figure 1. An overview of our exploratory study setup. An expert ﬁrst generates a tutorial of a machine task on the mockup machine through embodied
demonstration (1). Later a student tries to repeat the task by following this tutorial through an augmented reality (AR) headset (2). We propose to
explore four tutor presence options for machine task tutoring, including: video (3)-a, non-avatar-AR (3)-b, half-body+AR (3)-c and full-body+AR (3)-d.
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Machine tasks in workshops or factories are often a compound
sequence of local, spatial, and body-coordinated humanmachine interactions. Prior works have shown the merits
of video-based and augmented reality (AR) tutoring systems
for local tasks. However, due to the lack of a bodily representation of the tutor, they are not as effective for spatial and bodycoordinated interactions. We propose avatars as an additional
tutor representation to the existing AR instructions. In order to
understand the design space of tutoring presence for machine
tasks, we conduct a comparative study with 32 users. We
aim to explore the strengths/limitations of the following four
tutor options: video, non-avatar-AR, half-body+AR, and fullbody+AR. The results show that users prefer the half-body+AR
overall, especially for the spatial interactions. They have a
preference for the full-body+AR for the body-coordinated interactions and the non-avatar-AR for the local interactions.
We further discuss and summarize design recommendations
and insights for future machine task tutoring systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Contemporary manufacturing facilities are changing to focus
on ﬂexible, modular, and self-conﬁguring production, a trend
that is sometimes called Industry 4.0 [40]. Human workers, as
the most adaptive part of the production process, are expected
to operate various machinery and equipment in a constantly
changing working environment [22]. This creates a new challenge that requires workers to rapidly master new machine
operations and processes, what we refer to in this paper as
machine tasks. Researchers have proposed low-cost, easy-todistribute, and highly-scalable machine task tutoring systems
as a way to resolve this challenge. Recent novel tutoring
systems show potential to reduce and eventually eliminate
real-human one-on-one tutoring [21].
Machine tasks in a workshop or factory environment are usually a mixed sequence of various types of interactive steps.
Based on our observations and literature reviews, we categorize the steps of the machine tasks into three types: local,
spatial, and body-coordinated [58, 32]. A local step refers
to one-hand interactions in the user’s immediate vicinity (i.e.,
within arms reach), which involves no spatial movement. A
spatial step requires a large spatial navigation before proceeding to interact with the target machine interface. And in a
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body-coordinated step, an operator must coordinates his/her
body, hands, and eyes to complete the interaction.
Video content has been widely adopted into modern tutoring
systems because they are capable of illustrating the ﬁne details
of operations [61, 23, 10, 9, 34]. Despite their popularity,
video tutorials fundamentally suffer from the lack of a spatial
connection between the digital representation and the user’s
physical presence. This ﬂaw of video tutorials can lead to
a fractured learning experience, especially for physically interactive tasks. To address this challenge, augmented reality
(AR) approaches have been proposed that superimpose virtual
tutorial guidance directly onto the interaction target in-situ
[15]. Due to this advantage, AR tutoring systems have been
particularly favored for interactive tasks within the physical
environments, such as in machine-related operations [55, 30,
41, 66].
However, existing AR tutoring systems for machine-related
operations predominantly focus on local interactions. The
virtual tutoring contents in these works usually apply visual
illustrations, such as static and dynamic symbols and text, to
represent the operations within the local regions of interest.
Previous works have shown their effectiveness for highlycomplex local instructions, such as computer assembly [66],
machinery diagnosis [67], and vehicle maintenance [4]. However, due to the lack of an explicit visual representation of the
human tutor for spatial and bodily movements, these symbolonly AR illustrations are inadequate to provide clear cues for
interactions that require large spatial navigation movements
and full body coordinative operations, such as the machine
tasks.
To guide the development of improved AR tutoring systems,
we propose to use avatars as an enhanced tutoring presence to
the existing AR instructions. In our approach, the embodied
demonstration of the tutor is presented in the operator’s AR
view while they interact with the physical machines in-situ.
Virtual avatars have been broadly used to represent the embodiment of the human users in various virtual reality (VR)
consumer applications, such as VR-chat [64]. Avatars have
also been explored and adopted in the area of mixed reality
(MR) remote assistance [48, 51, 49], body movement guidance
and training [68, 11, 3], and telepresence AR conference [46,
18]. Most recently, Loki [60] has demonstrated the avatar’s
potential for facilitating physical tasks via remote instructions.
However, a systematic study of an avatar based AR presence is
still lacking, especially in the context of machine task tutoring.
To this end, we investigate two research questions to reveal
future research directions for the design of machine task tutoring systems. (i) Is the additional avatar presence beneﬁcial
to the user’s experience and performance in a comprehensive
machine task tutoring scenario, compared with the non-avatarAR and video tutorial options? (ii) How to optimize the design
of the tutor presence to achieve improved tutoring experience
for future machine task applications?
To answer these questions, we develop two different avatar
tutor presentations: half-body and full-body. Together we
compare the following four tutor presence options: video,
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non-avatar-AR, half-body+AR, full-body+AR. Along these
options, we gradually increase the guidance visualization levels, aiming to provide insights for an ideal design. All four
options of the machine task tutorials are created from one single source, which is the embodied physical demonstration of
the expert human tutor, as illustrated in Figure 1. We conduct
a study with 32 users across four different tutor options, with a
specially created mockup machine as the machine task testbed.
The contributions of our paper are as follows.
• Study System Design and Implementation of a machine
task scenario to compare all four tutor options in parallel,
where local, spatial, and body-coordinated interactions are
composed into multi-step tutorial sessions.
• Quantitative and Qualitative Results showing users’ objective/subjective responses and tutor preferences after completing the sessions of machine tasks while following different tutor options.
• Design Recommendations and Insights summarized
from the results and discussions of the study, providing
valuable guidance for future machine task tutoring system
design.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 AR Tutorials for Machine-related Operation

AR naturally supports spatially and contextually aware instructions for interacting with the physical environment. Researchers have explored various designs for AR-based text
instructions [67, 4, 70, 47], including numerical values [55, 8]
for precise operational descriptions with quantitative real-time
feedback. Symbolic visual guidance, such as arrows [20, 30],
pointers [36], circles [33], and boxes [66], are commonly used
for visualizing motion intent and guiding a user’s attention. Besides text and symbols, prior works have also explored virtual
3D models of the interactive tools and machine components
for a more comprehensive and intuitive visual representation,
in use cases such as object manipulations and geometric orienting operations [41, 71, 65, 44].
These means for creating AR instructions have been useful
for tutoring physical tasks. AR-based training systems have
been thoroughly explored and applied to complex real-world
scenarios, such as vehicle maintenance training [4, 14, 33],
facility monitoring [70, 71, 67], machine tool operations [41,
8, 55], and mechanical parts assembly [30, 66, 65, 47]. However, most of these AR-based training systems are focused on
local interactions that involve very little spatial navigation and
bodily movement as a part of the human-machine task itself.
To incorporate human motion into the task instruction, we propose virtual avatars for externalizing the human tutor. We acknowledge the necessity of the AR instructions in the existing
work and additionally propose an avatar as a supplementary
tutoring presence, mainly for the spatial and body-coordinated
interactions in the machine task scenarios. We are interested
in ﬁnding out if the added avatar visualization would improve
the users’ machine task tutoring experience and provide additional beneﬁts that will inspire the future designs of intelligent
tutoring systems.
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2.2 Virtual Humanoid Avatar in AR/VR Training Systems

A virtual humanoid avatar is an animated human-like 3D
model that embodies the human user’s body movements, gestures, and voice information in VR and AR environments. It
has been adopted as an expressive visualization media for
human motion training. Chua et al. [12] built a Tai Chi
training platform with a virtual instructor performing prerecorded movements, where the students follow and learn
asynchronously. YouMove [3] utilized an AR mirror to achieve
full body gesture comparison with a projected tutor avatar. In
terms of providing a better comparison with the virtual instructor, previous works [26, 31, 28] superimposed the virtual
instructor together with the user’s perspective in the AR view,
enabling the user to align his/her body spatially with the virtual avatar. Moreover, OutsideME [68] adopted virtual avatars
to externalize the users themselves as a real-time reference
so that they can see their own bodies from a third-person
view while dancing. While differentiating from regular-sized
avatars, Piumsomboon et al. [48, 49] exploited a miniature
avatar to empower collaboration between a local AR user and
a remote VR user. Most recently, Loki [60] has created a
bi-directional mixed-reality telepresence system for teaching
physical tasks by facilitating both live and recorded remote
instructions via avatars and RGBD point cloud.
These previous works reveal the virtual avatar’s advantages in
enhancing bodily-expressive human-human communication,
for applications such as asynchronous learning, self-observing
and training, teleconference, and MR remote collaboration.
Nevertheless, the usability of the avatar as a tutor presence
for training in physically interactive tasks has not been systematically explored. This paper proposes to use avatars for
representing the human tutor’s spatial and bodily movements
in the machine task training scenario. A machine task is a
compound mixture of multiple types of interaction, and existing tutorial visualizations do have their own advantages.
Therefore, it is paramount for us to study when and how to use
avatars in order to apply it effectively in machine task tutoring.
2.3 Authoring by Embodied Demonstration

An embodied demonstration enables a user to use the shape,
positioning, and kinematics of one’s body as spatial reference
for digital content creation. Researchers have achieved complex hand-related 3D sketching [37], design of personalized
furniture [38], and creative 3D modeling [69]. Additionally,
the motion data of the demonstrations can be extracted from
videos to produce step-by-step training tutorials for human
body action [3, 11], ﬁrst-aid procedure [17], and parts assembly [25]. Similarly, by mapping extracted body motion to
virtual characters, users can act out stories and generate animations directly [6, 29, 24, 52]. The embodied demonstration has
also been applied in the area of human-robot interaction. Vogt
et al. [63] and Amor et al. [2] used motion data captured from
human-human demonstrations for programming human-robot
collaboration (HRC) tasks. Recently, GhostAR presented a
workﬂow of authoring HRC tasks by externalizing the human demonstration and using that as a time-space reference to
program the robot collaborators. Further, Porﬁrio et al. [50]
applied the method of human demonstration for human-robot
social interactions.
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To summarize, an embodied demonstration empowers rapid
creation of complex and dynamic content through intuitive and
straightforward bodily interactions. It is, therefore, suitable for
machine task tutorial authoring especially in a fast-changing
working environment. We envision the embodied demonstration to become the predominant method for creating machine
task tutorials in future factory scenarios. While we apply this
method for generating the tutor contents, we also emphasize
the design space of the tutor presence in AR.
3 MACHINE TASK TUTORING
3.1 Machine Task: Local, Spatial, and Body-coordinated

This paper presents a study of AR presence for machine tasks
tutoring system design. We deﬁne a machine task as a sequence of steps involving machine operations and spatial navigation, particularly for applications in production. A machine
task is commonplace in workshop and factory environments,
for the purposes of parts manufacturing, assembly, and equipment maintenance, repair, and overhaul. A step is the unit of
a machine task sequence, which represents a meaningful inseparable action of the human-machine interaction. The steps
in a machine task are usually a mixture of various types of
interactions. In this paper, we focus on transferring knowledge
regarding human actions. Therefore we elect to categorize the
machine task steps by the level of movement required for the
human-machine interaction. Based on our observation and
engineering knowledge, as well as reviews from prior literature [58, 32], we classify the steps into the following three
categories:
• A local step is a one-hand human-machine interaction in
the user’s current location and perspective. The user does
not need body-scale spatial movements before interacting
with the machine, nor does he/she need compound bodyhands-eyes coordination for the action. Example local steps
are simple actions with machine interfaces, such as with
buttons, sliders, handles, knobs, and levers.
• A spatial step requires the user to perform noticeable spatial
navigation before the machine interaction. The key challenge of this type of action is locating the target interface.
Example spatial steps are tool change tasks during the machining operation that require the user to navigate to the
designated area and ﬁnd the right tool; or interactions with
the machine interfaces that are away from the user’s current
location.
• A body-coordinated step is usually a two-hand action that
requires the user to coordinate his/her body, hands, and
eyes to complete the task. Example body-coordinated steps
are the actions that operate two machine interfaces with
two hands, respectively, in a synchronized or cooperative
manner.
Figure 2 illustrates an example machine task using a band
saw machine to manufacture a part. The user ﬁrst needs to
conﬁgure the machining parameters through a button and a
knob, which are local steps (Figure 2-(1)). The user also needs
to adjust the cutting angle and cutting-saw height using both
hands in a coordinated manner, which is a body-coordinated
step (Figure 2-(2)). Before starting the machine, he needs to
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Figure 2. An example real-life machine task scenario involving local (1),
body-coordinated (2), and spatial (3) interactions.

choose a base material meeting his production requirement
from the material storage station, which is a spatial step (Figure 2-(3)). Note that in this study we focus on human-machine
operations performed by the hands only, machine operations
involving the feet are outside of the scope of this study.
3.2 Tutor Design from Embodied Authoring

When an apprentice is trying to learn a new machine task in
a factory, the most effective way is to observe and follow the
demonstration of an experienced master. We take the masterapprentice paradigm as an inspiration for our tutoring system
design. The machine task tutorials in this paper are created
from recording the physical demonstration of an expert (Figure
1-(1)), and it is displayed to users with the different visual
presentations of the tutor (Figure 1-(2,3)). This paper focuses
on exploring the tutor’s visual representation only and does
not include input to other senses, such as audio and tactile.
We explore a design space of tutor presence in AR which
involves spatial recording of the embodied authoring from an
expert (i.e., the expert creates the tutorial by demonstrating
the procedure).
Video. This tutor option mainly serves as a benchmark, since
video is a popular tutoring media. To adapt video to ﬁt our
design space of embodied AR authoring, this option uses a
video recording of the expert’s ﬁrst-person view while they
demonstrate the task. The video recording is displayed to the
user in a picture-in-picture style (Figure 1-(3)-a) at a ﬁxed location and orientation in their visual ﬁeld. Similar approaches
have been used in prior work [23, 13].
Non-avatar-AR. This tutor option is similar to the existing
AR instructions found in the machine-related tutoring systems
discussed in our review of related work. It utilizes animated
superimposed virtual models to represent the movement of
the real part, aided with guiding symbols like arrows and
text (Figure 1-(3)-b). A red circle on the ground indicates
the spatial location of the tutor when they were recording.
This tutor option represents the baseline of the existing AR
instructions. A more detailed demonstration list for various
machine interfaces can be found in Figure 3.
Half-body+AR. This tutor option displays an additional halfbody avatar on top of the non-Avatar-AR option. The half-body
avatar only has a visualization of the upper body and two armless hands, with the red circle indicating the ground position
(Figure 1-(3)-c). Since all of the human-machine interactions
in this paper are hands-only, we expect the virtual hands of
this avatar to be sufﬁcient for expressing the interaction. The
head model indicates where to look and pay attention, while
the upper-body plus the ground circle represent the spatial
location of the tutor. This style of the avatar visualization
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Figure 3. Example AR instructions for various machine interfaces:
(1) button, (2) switch, (3) knob, (4) slider, (5) lever, (6) side-shift, (7) backshift and (8) 2-DOF curve handle.

focuses on simplicity and is similar to the approaches used in
prior research and commercial products [1, 60].
Full-body+AR. This tutor option displays an additional fullbody avatar on top of the non-avatar-AR option. The avatar has
a complete humanoid body structure, including arms and legs
(Figure 1-(3)-d). Even though our tasks do not involve feet
interactions, we choose the style of this avatar visualization
due to its higher similarity to a real human tutor. The fullbody avatar has already been widely adopted by prior work
in various applications, such as ballet [59] and tennis training [45], Tai-Chi practice [27], MR remote collaboration [48],
and telepresence meeting [46]. In our case, we are particularly
interested in ﬁnding out whether and in what way the added
avatar visualization would improve the user’s understanding
of the tutor’s bodily movement.
Both the avatar tutor options include the AR instruction of the
non-avatar-AR. While we agree on the necessity for intuitive
and accurate instructions, our interests lie in understanding
the effect of the added avatar visualization in the machine task
tutoring scenarios. The four proposed tutor options represent
the current mainstream AR-avatar related tutorial media. We
design them to present the same instruction accurately while
gradually incrementing their levels of guidance visualization.
By studying the users’ reactions under these four conditions,
we aim to scale the weight of avatars in the AR tutoring systems and reveal the potential strengths and limitations of using
them. Further, based on the study results, we seek the balance
points in the level of visualization details for practical AR
tutoring scenarios.
3.3 Implementation

Our see-through AR system is developed by attaching a stereo
camera (ZED Dual 4MP Camera with a 2560 × 720 resolution
at 60 fps and a ﬁeld of view (FOV) of 90◦ (H) × 60◦ (V)
× 110◦ (D) [57]) in front of a VR headset (Oculus Rift [1]),
which is connected to a PC (Intel Core i7-9700K 3.6GHz CPU,
48GB RAM, NVIDIA GTX 1080). The positional tracking is
enabled by four external sensors (Oculus IR-LED cameras),
covering an effective area of 3 × 3m. To represent our halfbody and full-body avatar, we choose a robotic humanoid
avatar created by Noitom [43] due to its unbiased sexuality.
We also adopt the hands model from Oculus Avatar SDK due
to an expressive gesture visualization. Our system is developed
using Unity3D (2018.2.16f1) [62] for both tutorial authoring
and playback. The full-body avatar is estimated from the three-
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point tracking (head and two hands) via inverse kinematics
powered by a Unity3D plugin (FinalIK [19]).
4 EXPLORATORY USER STUDY
4.1 Study Setup: the Mockup Machine

In order to conduct our study, we ﬁrst need to create a study
scene to simulate machine tasks, that is capable of local, spatial, and body-coordinated human-machine interactions. We
therefore created a mockup machine as the testbed for our
study. The design of the mockup machine is guided by the
following considerations: 1) The mockup machine should
mimic real-life machine operation with realistic physical interfaces. 2) The size of the machine should be large enough
to facilitate spatial navigation and bodily movement. 3) The
machine should be designed with enough complexity to support the test sequence designed for the machine tasks. 4) Each
interface on the mockup machine should provide multiple interaction possibilities in order to test and measure the user’s
performances.
Figure 4-Top illustrates the detailed design of our mockup
machine (0.7×0.7×0.7 m), which is placed in the center of the
study area (Figure 4-(f)), on top of a table (height = 0.78 m).
The mockup machine can support local interactions via the following ﬁve interfaces: button, switch, knob, slider, and lever.
It can support spatial interactions by asking the users to operate an interface on another side of the machine, which requires
the users to ﬁrst navigate spatially then locate the target interface before the interaction. We also designed a spatial ‘key’
interaction, simulating real-life tool change and assembly operation. In this interaction, users ﬁrst need to go to the key station
(Figure 4-(e)) and ﬁnd the correct key, then walk back and
insert it into a designated keyhole. As for body-coordinated
interactions, we present a list of example interactions in Figure 4-(a-d). The ﬁrst type of body-coordinated interaction
supported by the mockup machine is operating two interfaces
(slider-slider, slider-lever, lever-lever) with two hands respectively, in a synchronized manner (Figure 4-(a)). We’ve also
specially designed three body-coordinated interfaces, including two ‘shift’ interfaces (Figure 4-(b,c)) that require user’s
both hands to operate in a cooperative manner; and a ‘curve’
interface requiring user’s body-hands-eye coordination while
operating the 2-DOF handle to repeat the trajectory in the
tutorial (Figure 4-(d)).

Figure 4. Top: The mockup machine detail design. Middle: example
Body-coordinated machine interaction, including (a) two-interface synchronized operation, (b) back-shift, (c) side-shift, (d) top curve. Bottom:
(e,f) study area setup layout.

four sequences are designed with the same step composition
and execution order, to ensure the same task difﬁculty. To
avoid memorization from previous sequences, the corresponding steps across different sequences have different detailed
interactions. For example, step-1 on sequence-3 asks the user
to twist the right knob to position-3, while the same step on
sequence-4 asks the user to twist the left knob to position-4
instead.

During the study, each user was asked to follow the tutor and
complete four sessions of machine-operating task sequences.
For each different session, the user followed a different tutor
option to complete a different task sequence.

Tutorial length normalization. It’s likely that the duration
of a tutorial demonstration will affect users’ task completion
time. Since we created the tutorial for each of the four machine
task sequences separately, the duration of corresponding steps
across the different tasks are different. To enable a direct
comparison of task completion time for corresponding steps
across tasks, we scaled each step’s duration to the average
duration across the four corresponding steps, by slowing down
or speeding up their playback. This procedure was performed
for each set of four corresponding steps across the 36 steps in
each sequence.

Sequence design. Each machine task sequence in the study
consists of 36 steps, that are roughly evenly-distributed into
three interaction categories: 1) local (10 steps including 2*button, 2*switch, 2*knob, 2*slider, and 2*lever), 2) spatial (14
steps including 2*button, 2*switch, 2*knob, 2*slider, 2*lever,
and 4*‘key’; these steps require large spatial navigation before
interacting with the target interface), and 3) body-coordinated
(12 steps including 2*slider-slider, 2*slider-lever, 2*leverlever, 2*‘side-shift’, 2*‘back-shift’, and 2*‘top-curve’). The

Data counterbalancing. To mitigate learning effects, the
order in which participants used the different tutor options
was counterbalanced across participants, such that each tutor
option was tested on each ordinal position (ﬁrst, second, third,
fourth) with equal frequency. This was achieved by shufﬂing
tutor options evenly with respect to the session order, resulting
in a pre-arranged rotation list of 4 (sessions) * 4 (tutor options)
= 16 participants. In total, we invited 16*2 = 32 participants
for a balanced data acquisition.

4.2 Study Design
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Figure 5. Demography of 32 participants.

4.3 Participants

We recruited 32 users from our university via emails, posters,
and networks (22 male and 10 female students between the
ages of 18 and 35, M = 23.8, SD = 3.64). Each user was
compensated $10. We did not particularly seek participants
with AR/VR experience or machine operation skills for unbiased potential insights. We measured their familiarity with
AR/VR on a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 being a total nonexperienced user and 7 being an expert developer, yielding a
result of M = 3.63, SD = 1.43. We also surveyed their general experience with hands-on interactions with machine-like
objects (M = 3.47, SD = 1.54). Further, we asked users to
rate their familiarity of self-teaching using any forms of tutorials (M = 4.03, SD = 1.57). An illustration of the user’s
demography survey results can be found in Figure 5.
4.4 Procedure

After completing the demographic survey, each user received a
5 minute introduction about the study background and a brief
demonstration of how to interact with each interface on the
mockup machine. The users then proceeded to the four sessions one by one, each session took the user about 10 minute
to interact with the mockup machine and 5 minute afterward
to ﬁll out a user experience survey questionnaire. During each
session, users were asked to wear the AR HMD and follow
the machine task tutorial step by step. Users were asked to
perform the machine operations at the comfortable speed of
their choices, with no need to hurry or drag. A researcher
monitored the entire process through the users’ ﬁrst-person
AR view. If the researcher observed the user had completed
the current step, he would switch to the next step and notify
the user verbally. After completing the four sessions, users
ﬁlled out a preference survey comparing the four tutor options,
then ﬁnished up the study with a conversational interview.
4.5 Data Collection

Each user’s study result contains three types of data: (1) tutorial following performance, (2) 7-point Likert subjective rating
and user preference survey, and (3) conversational feedback.
Video Analysis. We recorded the entire study process using three cameras. The main source of objective data came
from the video record of users’ ﬁrst-person AR view during
the human-machine operation. We segmented this video into
steps and manually coded the completion time and correctness of each step. Here we consider a step as completed if
the user ﬁnished interacting with the interface and retrieved
his/her hand. Also, we regard a step as completed correctly
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Figure 6. User experience survey questionnaire.

if the user interacted with the correct target interface and performed the correct positional manipulation (for slider, knob,
lever, etc.), according to the corresponding tutor’s demonstration. This yielded a total of 32(users)*4(sessions)*36(steps) =
4608 steps of objective analysis data across the entire study.
We also had a top-view camera capturing the trajectory of
the ‘curve’ interaction for accuracy analysis and a third-view
camera recording from the top corner of the study scene for
additional references.
Questionnaire. After each session, users rated their experience and subjective feelings for this session’s tutor option using a 7-point Likert survey. The design of the survey question
was derived from the standard user experience surveys, including Single Ease Question (SEQ) [53], Subjective Mental Effort
Question (SMEQ) [54], System Usability Scale (SUS) [5], and
Networked Mind Measure of Social Presence (NMMSP) [7],
with added machine task elements and ﬁne tuned speciﬁcally
to our application scenario. The detailed questions are shown
in Figure 6.
Interview. We audio-recorded all the subjective comments
and suggestions from the users for post-study analysis and
summary. During the study, we encouraged the users to ‘Think
Out-loud’ to capture any on-the-ﬂy insights as they were following the machine-operating tutorial. After the four sessions,
we interviewed the users by asking their preference comparing
all the tutor options for the machine task overall, as well as
speciﬁcally for local, spatial, and body-coordinated interactions. The subjective feedback is later used in the paper to
explain the study results and inspire for future design insights.
5 RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of this study. We ﬁrst
show the users’ objective performances and subjective ratings,
as well as tutor preferences. Then we provide a summary and
explanatory analyses for the results using interview feedback
and our observation.
5.1 Objective Performance

We ﬁrst demonstrate the overall user performance by comparing four different tutor options. Then we present detailed user
performances regarding each interaction category: local, spatial, and body-coordinated. We measure the completion time
and accuracy, which reveals how efﬁciently and accurately
the users understand the tutorials. Since the tutorial for each
step has a different duration, we normalize the completion
time of each step as: actual step completion time divided by
the duration of the step demonstration in the tutorial. The
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tutorial duration for a machine task sequence (36 steps) is: 6
minutes 15 seconds, with each step’s length ranges between
4.9 to 19.3 seconds, while the average completion time of a
sequence is: 7 minutes 21 seconds. The accuracy of a category
of steps is calculated as: the number of correct steps divided
by the total step number. To characterize the accuracy of the
2D ‘curve’ operation, we calculate the Modiﬁed Hausdorff
Distance (MHD) [16] between the trajectory performed by the
user and the one in the corresponding tutorial, with a smaller
distance indicating more similarity and higher accuracy. The
normal distribution assumption is violated by our dataset as
indicated by Shapiro-Wilk normality test (p < 0.005). Hence
to examine the statistical signiﬁcance across the four tutorial
options, we conduct a Friedman test with a Wilcoxon signedrank, rather than the repeated ANOVA measures. All results
are presented in Figure 7.
Overall performance. The average normalized completion
time shows that the users spend the longest amount of time
following the video tutorials (M = 1.58, SD = 0.70) and is
signiﬁcantly slower than non-avatar-AR tutor option (M =
1.16, SD = 0.57) (Z = −18.416, p < 0.0005). Among all the
AR options, the half-body+AR tutorials (M = 1.14, SD = 0.55)
shows marginally shorter completion time than non-avatar-AR
ones, with no signiﬁcant edge (Z = −0.854, p = 0.393). Meanwhile, users with full-body+AR tutorials (M = 1.15, SD =
0.47) perform slightly slower than the ones with half-body+AR
(Z = −2.527, p < 0.05). The accuracy result reveals the
same trend as the completion time. The video tutorials
has the lowest accuracy (M = 85.4%, SD = 6.28%) while
the accuracy of non-avatar-AR (M = 95.6%, SD = 3.82%),
half-body+AR (M = 96.3%, SD = 2.82%) and full-body+AR
(M = 95.8%, SD = 2.87%) options are approximately equally
high (pairwise p > 0.05).
Local steps performance. Similar to the overall performance,
the video option still has the poorest performance in terms of
task completion time (M = 1.09, SD = 0.21) and accuracy
(M = 92.5%, SD = 3.36%). Interestingly, users with nonavatar-AR tutor option (M = 0.80, SD = 0.24) are signiﬁcantly
faster than the ones with half-body+AR tutor (M = 0.87, SD =
0.23) and full-body+AR tutor (M = 0.93, SD = 0.26) (Z =
−4.487, p < 0.0005 and Z = −6.189, p < 0.0005 respec-
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tively), which implies that the existence of an avatar may have
negative inﬂuence on the user’s perception for local task understanding. In terms of the accuracy, no signiﬁcant difference
was found among non-avatar-AR (M = 99.1%, SD = 1.48%),
half-body+AR (M = 97.5%, SD = 2.54%), and full-body+AR
(M = 98.4%, SD = 1.84%) (pairwise p > 0.05).
Spatial steps performance. The video option takes the
longest time to complete (M = 1.62, SD = 0.52) and receives
the lowest accuracy (M = 86.2%, SD = 5.05%). While the
half-body+AR tutorials achieves relatively shorter completion time (M = 1.02, SD = 0.22) than non-avatar-AR (M =
1.15, SD = 0.38) and full-body+AR (M = 1.07, SD = 0.25)
(Z = −2.19, p < 0.028 and Z = −2.750, p < 0.006 respectively). On the other hand, the accuracy of non-avatar-AR
(M = 95.5%, SD = 2.53%), half-body+AR (M = 94.9%, SD =
3.17%), and full-body+AR (M = 93.7%, SD = 3.36%) are
roughly the same (pairwise p > 0.05).
Body-coordinated steps performance. The video tutorials
received the worst performance in both completion time
(M = 1.62, SD = 0.58) and accuracy (M = 77.5%, SD =
7.4%). Users with half-body+AR tutor option (normalized
completion time: M = 1.00, SD = 0.22, accuracy: M =
97.2%, SD = 2.61%) are able to perform signiﬁcantly faster
(Z = −2.19, p < 0.05) with less mistakes (p < 0.05) than
the ones with non-avatar-AR tutorials (normalized completion time: M = 1.13, SD = 0.37, accuracy: M = 92.4%, SD =
5.54%), which indicates the strengths of the avatar in demonstrating bodily movement. Between the two avatar options, the
full-body+AR (normalized completion time: M = 1.05, SD =
0.25, accuracy: M = 96.2%, SD = 2.77%) has longer completion time (Z = −2.75, p = 0.005) and roughly the same
accuracy (p > 0.05) compared with half-body+AR tutor option. For the 2D ‘curve’ operation, the half-body+AR tutor achieves the shortest average MHD (M = 42.5 cm, SD =
13.7 cm), followed by non-avatar-AR (M = 46.1 cm, SD =
21.0 cm) and full-body+AR (M = 46.6 cm, SD = 20.0 cm),
while the video tutor option achieves the longest average
MHD (M = 50.7cm, SD = 18.25cm). Yet the Friedman test
(χ 2 (3) = 5.81, p = 0.121) does not reveal any signiﬁcant difference among the four options.
5.2 Subjective Rating and User Preference

Figure 7. Tutorial following performance. (***=p<.0005, **=p<.005,
*=p<.05. If not speciﬁed, *** between the video options and other three
tutor options.) Error bars represent standard deviations.
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Figure 8 shows the user experience subjective ratings with the
7-point Likert questionnaire. To reveal the differences among
the tutor options, we conduct a Friedman test followed by
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on each of the eight questions
individually. We ﬁrst look into the effectiveness of AR in
the tutorial systems by comparing video and non-avatar-AR.
The result shows that the latter option achieves signiﬁcantly
higher ratings (p < 0.0005) in ‘Understanding’, ‘Accuracy’,
‘Conﬁdence’ and ‘Satisfaction’, while no signiﬁcant difference is found in ‘Attention’ (p = 0.22), ‘Spatial’ (p = 0.124),
‘Bodily’ (p = 0.167) and ‘Social’ (p = 0.355). Secondly, we
examine whether the existence of an avatar affects the user
experience. The result reveals that in all eight ratings, the
non-avatar-AR option has signiﬁcant lower scores (p < 0.05)
than either the half-body+AR or the full-body+AR. Thus, we
believe the overall machine task user experience is improved
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Figure 8. User experience ratings. (***=p<.0005, **=p<.005, *=p<.05.
If not speciﬁed, *** between the video options and other three tutor options.) Error bars represent standard deviations.

by the presence of an avatar. Finally, we inspect how the visual
guidance level of avatar inﬂuences the user experience by comparing the ratings between half-body+AR and full-body+AR.
We ﬁnd no signiﬁcant difference between the two tutor options except the ‘Social’ rating where full-body+AR is slightly
higher (p = 0.05) than half-body+AR.
Figure 9 illustrates the user preference survey results for the
overall machine task tutoring experience, regarding the local,
spatial, and body-coordinated interactions, respectively. For
each type of interaction, users are allowed to choose one or
more tutor options as their favorite. Overall, the half-body+AR
is most preferred tutor option (21 out of 39), followed by the
full-body+AR (13 out of 39) and the non-avatar-AR (5 out
of 39), while no users choose the video as their favorite tutor
option. In terms of the local interactions, the non-avatar-AR
option is the most favored (21 out of 45). The half-body+AR
and the full-body+AR are tied in the second place (12 out
of 45). Again, no users choose the video. In terms of the
spatial interactions, the half-body+AR tutor option comes to
the ﬁrst place (20 out of 42). The full-body+AR option takes
the second place with 14 out of 42 users, while non-avatarAR (5 out of 42) and video (3 out of 42) are less preferred.
As for the Body-coordinate interactions, full-body+AR is the
most popular choice (20 out of 45), that is followed closely
by half-body+AR (18 out of 45). Only a few users choose the
non-avatar-AR (4 out of 45) and the video (3 out of 45) tutor
option as their favorite.
5.3 Result Summary and Analysis

We now summarize the main results and present explanatory
analysis using our observation during the study as well as
ﬁndings that come out from the interview.
5.3.1 Overall favorite: half-body vs. full-body

The ratings for the two proposed avatar tutor options are found
to be similar across all categories, and are signiﬁcantly better than the non-avatar-AR and the video options (Figure 8).
Interestingly, when the users’ are asked to pick their favorite
tutor option overall, the half-body has a clear preference edge
over the full-body (21 vs 13). From the post-study interview,
we ﬁnd that many users believe these two tutor options are
functionally equal, while the half-body has less occlusion to
the users’ views. “I think the half-body is the best because
it can show me where to go and what to do without blocking
too much of my sight (P7).” The increased visual access to
the physical machine in half-body as compared to full-body
may also have resulted in lower mental effort (“The full-body
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Figure 9. User preference result.

avatar tutor shows too many things, and sometimes is too
exhausting for me (P8)”), and less attention distraction (“A
full-body human is not necessary, its arms and legs distract
my attention from the machine, half-body is cleaner and less
distracting (P16)”). This is also reﬂected in the objective
performance result (Figure 7) where the half-body achieves
similar accuracy with less time, compared with the full-body.
The above discussion also explains the preference result for
the spatial interactions, where the half-body is enough for
instructing spatial navigation and target ﬁnding, with a cleaner
observing view.
As observed from the user preference result, the additional
body features become helpful in the body-coordinated interactions. The users feel that the added limb representations,
especially the arms, do provide a better understanding of the
two-hand coordinated tasks. “For the bodily tasks, I prefer
full-body, because full-body gives me more spatial and embodied evidence. Just a hand is not enough sometimes. I feel
like needing the extra arm information (P15).” Another preference of the full-body over the half-body is on social presence,
which is also reﬂected by the ‘Social’ subjective rating results.
According to the feedback from the interview, the full-body is
better than the half-body at representing a human tutor, which
makes it a more friendly, believable, and reliable option. “ The
full-body feels more like a human, like a real tutor and more
friendly. In comparison, the half-body is obviously a robotic
indicator (P26).”
5.3.2 Local favorite: non-avatar-AR

Despite the lack of spatial and bodily presentations, the nonavatar-AR is selected as the favorite tutor option for the local
interactions. This is because the local interactions does not
require substantial spatial and body movements. The attention
of the user does not need to be directed effectively to locate
the target interface, nor does a particular body gesture play an
important role in terms of interaction execution. Therefore,
the presence of a human avatar in local interactions does not
provide extra beneﬁts in most cases. “I don’t think avatar
is useful for local tasks because AR instruction is enough,
and I usually cannot see the avatar anyways because I am
standing inside the avatar (P5).” Several participants report
that the avatar encumbers and slows down their actions, which
is consistent with our ﬁnding that the non-avatar-AR is fastest
for local tasks with equal accuracy (Figure 7).
5.3.3 Least preferred: video

It is clear that the video is the least popular tutor option among
the four. According to our observation, the main problem
for video tutoring is caused by the two separate dimensions
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of the tutoring and the application: users have to receive the
instruction from the digital world, interpret it into his/her
physical world, and then apply it to the corresponding machine
interfaces. This translation gap causes many problems such
as distracted attention, fractured spatial mapping, high mental
effort from memorization, and a non-optimized observation
perspective. “My attention is changing from video content to
reality all the time, and sometimes I need to think very hard
to interpret what it means in the video (P1).” However, the
video still demonstrates some values from the user preference
survey on spatial and body-coordinated categories. Some
users have mentioned that the video option can occasionally
be more expressive than the other options. “To me, video is
the best for spatial and embodied task, because you can best
understand the body motion right away. The avatar is not
obvious because I was standing inside the avatar, and I cannot
notice the avatar (P2).”
6 DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the primary results of the study
and contrast them with prior works. We also provide design
recommendations and insights for future AR tutoring systems.
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especially for the tasks involving head-hand-body coordination. “Seeing the human tutor move in the space allows me to
predict where he is going and what he is going to do next, and
it prepares me to get ready for the task in advance (P20).” This
advantage of avatars is consistent with prior research on body
movement training, such as the YouMove system [3]. While
prior works on body movement training [3, 42, 11] have primarily focused on physical tasks being performed by humans
in isolation, we show that these advantages have beneﬁts for
tasks where spatial and temporal connections must be made
between virtual avatars and physical objects (in our case, the
machine being manipulated).
Higher Social Presence. Due to the human-like visual presence, user feedback suggests that following the avatar resembles the tutoring experience of following a human teacher.
This improves the user’s conﬁdence, which leads to a higher
efﬁciency in tutoring information transfer. “The human avatar
is easy to follow, as long as you do that, you feel conﬁdent,
and nothing is going to be wrong, it gives me less mental
pressure (P24).” Mini-Me [48] has a similar ﬁnding that the
avatar option in their study yields a higher aggregated social
presence and awareness score for task transfer collaboration
than the non-avatar options, resulting in the reduced mental
effort and improved performance.

6.1 Beneﬁts of Avatars for Tutoring

Our ﬁrst research question focuses on understanding whether
the proposed AR avatar presentations improve the machine
task tutoring experience, and how they do so. Our ﬁndings
indicate that the AR avatars receive signiﬁcantly more positive
feedback than the non-avatar and video tutor options, and
provide several insights into why. We summarize these reasons
below, and distill our ﬁndings into design recommendations
for avatar-based tutoring systems.
Spatial Attention Allocation. When trying to follow a comprehensive machine task tutorial, one of the major challenges
for a user is to know where to pay attention, especially during
constant spatial movements that easily cause disorientation.
Compared to the non-avatar tutor presence, the additional
avatar provides more noticeable in-situ visual hints to guide
the user’s attention. “Sometimes I cannot ﬁnd the machine
target until the human avatar moves over there and starts
reaching out his hand. (P7)” This result is aligned with prior
works on mixed reality assistant, where a remote expert provides live guidance for a local learner via the presence of an
AR avatar [60, 49, 48]. The avatars in these works are usually
controlled by a remote human, thus are capable of communicating and responding to the user’s action adaptively. However,
when applying the avatars to recorded tutoring with no remote
human involvement, we recommend that future system provide a feedback mechanism for user-responsive tutoring. For
example, the recorded tutor should act only when the learner is
paying attention to it [39]. The above ﬁnding also inspires us
to design attention indicators in the future, that can explicitly
guide users’ attention and reduce mental effort.
Bodily Movement Expression. The digital tutor is capable of
intuitively expressing the human body in the context of a physical interactive target. This enables the users to understand
the movement accurately and anticipate the tutor’s actions,
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6.2 Adaptive Tutoring

In the second research question, we explore how to optimize
the tutoring experience in a comprehensive machine task scenario involving multiple interaction categories. In this paper,
we study four tutor options with gradually increased guidance
visualization level, aiming to provide insights for the ideal
design. Our results do not show any one presentation method
to be clearly superior, but rather reveal a number of considerations that must be balanced to create a good avatar-based
tutoring experience. In particular, we discuss three factors in
the sections that follow: level of visual detail, tutor following
paradigm, and playback progress. As some of these factors
reﬂect individual preferences, we believe there is an opportunity for adaptive and personalized tutoring experiences that
dynamically tailor the experience to individual users.
Level of Visual Detail. According to our results, users acknowledge the usefulness of avatars, but more visual details
also cause confusion and occlusion of the physical world.
Therefore the level of visual guidance details should be contextually adaptive to the interaction type and task difﬁculty.
This also explains why the users prefer half-body avatar for the
overall machine task and non-avatar for the local interactions.
“It should not display the whole action animation, only the key
part should be played; otherwise, it is too distracting (P1).”
This ﬁnding aligns with a study conducted by Lindlbauer D,
et al. [39] where they ﬁnd that the dynamically adjusted
AR contents lead to less distraction and higher performance.
Further, the tutor’s presence should also adapt to the learner’s
reliance on instructions. We have observed that some users
were able to complete most steps fast and accurately by only
following non-avatar-AR option, while some others needed
full-body+AR instead.
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Tutor Following Paradigm. Currently, the position of the
AR tutor is connected to the physical interactive machine, and
it is up to the learners to decide where to observe the tutor
and how to follow it. We noticed that some users prefer to
stand inside the tutor avatar and follow it in synchronization
to achieve higher efﬁciency and accuracy. “I like to stand
inside of the avatar and follow its movement, makes me feel
conﬁdent about my accuracy (P29).” This paradigm has been
acknowledged and adopted by an arm motion training system
where the virtual guiding arms are superimposed in the user’s
egocentric AR view [26]. On the other hand, some users prefer
to stand on the side of the avatar tutor because they consider
it uncomfortable to collide into a virtual humanoid. “I do
not feel like standing inside the avatar, because it feels like
a person and I don’t want to crash into him (P6).” This can
be explained by a study conducted by Kim et al. [35] on
the physical presence of the avatar. They ﬁnd that the conﬂicts between humans and virtual avatars reduce the sense of
co-presence and should be avoided if possible. The above ﬁndings demonstrate the importance of providing spatially aware
instructional contents based on the user’s physical location
and observation perspective.
Playback Progress. In our study setup, the playback speed
of each tutorial step is ﬁxed and determined by the authored
demonstration. Also, the progress of the user is manually monitored and manipulated by the researchers. If a learner misses
critical information of the step, he/she has to wait for the step
animation to play again, leading to low learning efﬁciency.
Based on our observation and feedback, we believe the future
systems should incorporate an adaptive tutorial playback speed
based on users’ innate capability and task difﬁculty. This ﬁnding is aligned with the study done by Rajinder et. al [56],
where they study projected visualizations for hand movement
guidance and ﬁnd that dynamically adjusted guiding speed
has the potential of improving training efﬁciency. Further, an
adaptive playback helps the users to preview the tutor’s intent,
such as using slow-motion to forecast the avatar’s actions. “I
need to know what the avatar is about to do and where to pay
attention, sometimes the avatar makes a sudden turn, and it’s
very hard to notice (P23).”
7 STUDY LIMITATIONS

The hardware and performance of the AR headset may have
inﬂuenced participants’ experience in several ways. Though
we used state-of-the-art technology (VR headset with a frontattached stereo camera to achieve see-through AR with a highresolution and full eye-sight ﬁeld of view), several participants
reported minor motion sickness, and the inability for the cameras to fully simulate stereo vision that caused some participants to bump into the machine while trying to manipulate it.
As the headset was tethered to a computer, cords sometimes
needed to be untangled, which may have slowed spatial and
bodily movements as compared to operating the machine free
from tethers. While we acknowledge that the above conditions
may have impacted the user experience, they were consistent
across the three tutor options we tested.
To conduct our study, we have created an interactive mockup
machine capable of all three types of steps. Therefore the
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study result that we collected is largely based on the users’ interaction performance on this mockup machine. Even though
we designed the mockup machine based on the real-world
machine interfaces and interactions, it is still a testbed. The
mockup machine can only represent a portion of the real-world
machine tasks, including the three interaction steps. We would
like to acknowledge explicitly that the result of this study
should be used mainly as a comparative reference among the
four tutor options as an elicitation or informative study for
future tutoring system design.
8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an exploratory study of augmented reality presence for machine task tutoring system design. We created an AR-based embodied authoring system
capable of creating tutorials with four types of tutor options:
video, non-avatar-AR, half-body+AR, and full-body+AR. In
order to conduct our study, we have designed and fabricated
a mockup machine capable of supporting local, spatial, and
body-coordinated human-machine interactions. We invited
32 users, each for a 4-session study experiencing all four tutor options for comparative feedback. From the quantitative
and qualitative results of the study, we have discussed and
summarized the design recommendations for future tutoring
systems. These design insights form an important stepping
stone to help the future researchers create a comprehensive and
intelligent machine task tutoring system, that will enable ﬂuid
machine task skill transfer and empower an efﬁcient, ﬂexible,
and productive workforce.
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